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Bidding is an important means to realize fair market competition. Construction
market is a part of the whole market, and in traditional bidding activities which are
based on paper biding document, it also has various problems such as high cost,
inefficiency, a lot of human factors, low transparency, low biding document archiving
utilization rate, etc.. With the rapid development of computer technology and
communication technology, the constantly improving of the related standards and
regulations, electronic bidding opens a new era of bidding area. Electronic bidding
takes modern information technology as basis, relies on network technique, sends and
receives bidding documents and other data though adopting electronic text document
and with the help of computer and internet, thus to achieve the whole process’
paperless bidding mode of invitation for bids, bidding, open sealed bids, evaluation of
bid, etc.. Through establishing new-style electronic bidding platform, construction
industry reduces construction industry’s bidding cost, improves work efficiency,
reduces the interference of artificial factors through science and technology means,
curbs fraud behavior, prevents the happening of the corruption, which effectively
regulates the bidding behavior and promotes the open and transparent of construction
market’s transactions.
Based on J2EE framework, taking SQL Server2005 database as the tool of data
storage, this paper designed and achieved construction industry’s electronic bidding
platform through adopting electronic bidding document, electronic seal, digital
certificate and other key technologies. This platform covers electronic bid formulating
system, electronic signature identity authentication system, electronic bid opening
system, electronic bid assessment system, expert extraction and access control system
and other modules, which solved the problems of the original system only being able
to collect the static bidding information, but unable to make joint analysis to static and
dynamic information, and consequently, it can not better provide scientific
management basis for regulatory authorities. Meanwhile, through the integration and















bidding mode’s huge time-consuming, power-consuming and management difficulty.
The application of the construction industry’s bidding platform has an great
significance. It guarantees the effectiveness and indubitable of the bidding person’s
identity through applying CA authentication technology, digital signature technology,
electronic bidding document, data encryption storage, etc.; it guarantees the integrity
of bidding documents, and the security and reliability of the transmitting procedure; it
guarantees fairness and supervision of the bidding evaluation process, and in fact, it
realizes the electronization of bidding, effectively prevents the violation behavior
from technology level. As the technical service product of bidding, electronic bidding
is not only applied in construction industry, but also widely used in other industries. It
must be a kind of whole new business mode of rapid development, which generates
great influence to bidding activities, meanwhile, it must produce positive effect to the
further standardization of bidding market.
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直接成本在 5000 万元，直接用于纸张的费用在 100 万元以上。据测算，实施真
正的电子化招投标，将实现招投标成本降低至传统人工招投标成本的 20%以下。
美国 Amy 工程公司的一份报告显示，采用电子标书后，平均每个工程项目将
节约 18000 美元的纸张及印刷费用，以及平均节约 24 天时间。而日本电话电报
公司服务综合实验室的一份报告显示，采用电子化招投标后，可以减少 85％的
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